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In the future developing and unforeseeable market environment, Agile 
Manufacturing will become an important strategy to keep survival & 
competitive advantage for a company. This dissertation is mainly about the 
application study of Agile Manufacturing in Golden Dragon Auto Company. 
There are five parts in this paper. The first part of this dissertation introduces the 
originating of Agile Manufacturing idea, its’ main points and essence. The 
second part introduces the background information of Golden Dragon Auto 
Company from which the cases of this dissertation derive. The third part fully 
introduces some practical applications of Agile Manufacturing Idea in Golden 
Dragon Auto Company as well as the application results, base on the author’s 
rich experience in auto manufacturing, this part mainly introduces the product 
development through Virtual Company which can fully embody the Agile 
Manufacturing Idea. The fourth part summarizes three basic qualifications 
owned by Golden Dragon Auto Company to realize Agile Manufacturing. In the 
last part of this dissertation, there are two sections. The first section introduces 
some defects of the Agile Manufacturing Idea application in Golden Dragon 
Auto Company, the second section summarizes two hints deriving from the 
application of this new idea.  
Through the representing of the main points of Agile Manufacturing Idea as 
well as its’ application in a real company, the first purpose of this study is to 
make it clear that the strategy of Agile Manufacturing can keep survival & 
competitive advantage for a company, the second purpose is to offer some hints 
for other companies to carry out Agile Manufacturing strategy.  
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第二章  介绍金龙汽车公司及其行业背景。 
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第二章  金龙汽车公司及其行业背景介绍 
一、金龙汽车公司简介 
金龙汽车公司是厦门汽车股份有限公司（为突出金龙品牌，该公司于
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